A Mandate for Action: New Arthritis Report Shows Urgent Need for Change

Tuesday, March 10
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Rayburn 2075

In cooperation with the Congressional Arthritis Caucus, join the Arthritis Foundation at this special briefing as we unveil a groundbreaking new report from our patient INSIGHTS program. We’ll reveal the stories behind the more than 18,000 survey responses from people with arthritis around the country. The report paints a dire picture of the experiences of people with arthritis and demands swift action from federal policymakers.

Change is needed now to address America's number one cause of disability.

Please RSVP by Friday, March 6 to Stephanie Livingston at slivingston@arthritis.org

* Lunch will be available *

Follow the conversation on Twitter #AdvocateforArthritis and #WeLiveYes